Negotiation Protocols for LBAC Systems

Abstract
Location-based Access Control (LBAC) systems are based on applications whose access control policies include location predicates. The enforcement of location predicates is performed by an Access
Control Engine (ACE) and requires complex location services integrating sensing technologies able to
gather users’ physical location and components that process this information according to LBAC specifications. A specialized Location Middleware (LM) provides such location services. In this paper, we
consider that the quality of such particular location services could be adjusted according to different
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) expressed through the exchange of specific metadata. To this end, we
address the issue of negotiating location service attributes between an ACE and a LM and introduce
some protocols to carry out this coordination process. We start from a basic negotiation protocol that
shows the core aspects of our proposal, to introduce an enhanced protocol that takes into account a
cost/benefit analysis and some service requirements. Finally, we present an extension to the enhanced
protocol to consider possible time validity constraints on access control decisions.

1

Introduction

Access control mechanisms have been traditionally designed based on the assumption that requesters must be
identified through adequate information, often called credentials, to decide what actions they are authorized
to perform on protected resources. Such a fundamental assumption still holds when among credentials we
consider location-based information. However, the peculiar nature of this information requires to deal with
them differently from what we are used to do with more conventional credentials such as identities, roles,
and affiliations. Writing and evaluating an access control policy based on requesters’ location information
requires to take into account many distinct aspects of monitoring users’ locations, including the intrinsic
dynamics that makes the information strictly time-dependent, the unavoidable measuring error that makes it
dependent upon the location technology adopted and environmental conditions, and many privacy concerns
that a service for monitoring people locations inevitably arises. The first two aspects have direct consequences
on the evaluation of access control policies that must be designed to deal with both the time-variance
of location credentials, due to the on-going motion of requesters, and the approximation of the measure
due to technological limitations. Location-based Access Control (LBAC) systems are designed to evaluate
authorization policies based on requesters’ location information in addition to conventional credentials [4, 9,
11, 20, 24]. Other works took a different approach with respect to location information by considering them
resources to be protected against unauthorized access [6, 7].
In a LBAC system, specialized location components must be able to tolerate rapid context changes,
because users, instead of being forced to work in a fixed, pre-set position like a computer, can now wander
freely while initiating transactions by means of terminal devices like cell phones, smart phones and palmtops
able to join the telephone network and/or a wi-fi network. For each mobile communication technologies,
location verification may rely on different techniques, like measuring signal power losses and/or of transmission delays between terminals and wireless base stations or on specialized location sensing techniques
like the well known Global Positioning System (GPS). A LBAC system cannot interact directly with this
complex location infrastructure without the help of an appropriate interface and mediation functionality.
Today, most commercial location platforms include a gateway that mediates between location providers and
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location-based applications [16]. In those architectures, the location gateway obtains subscriber’s location
information from multiple sources and delivers them, possibly modified according to privacy requirements
or to location-based applications. This increased diffusion, accuracy, and reliability of location technologies
have suggested novel ways to use location information within access control systems. To this end, the definition of LBAC models that includes the negotiation of QoS parameters based on SLA agreements is an
emerging research issue that has not been yet fully addressed by access control researches [4]. Some early
mobile networking protocols linked the notion of physical position of a terminal device with its capability
of accessing network resources [2]. As we will see, the main difference with our work is that mobile phones
only are considered and no negotiation process is included. Other researches are related to ours with regard
to the underlying description of the architecture and operations of an access control server in a LBAC context [15, 22]. However, coordination among multiple wireless networks and location negotiation protocols
for mobile commerce are not considered. Some recent papers present architectures designed for pervasive
environments and architectures incorporating mobile data for security management [14, 17, 18].
In this paper, we focus on the particular architectural issue arising when an access control component asks
a location verification to a location middleware. The LM is in turn faced to more location providers, serving
the needed location information at different service quality due to technological differences or contractual
agreements. Most advanced location-based platforms (e.g., OpenWave Location Manager [16]) can rely on
multiple sources of location information (e.g., provided by multiple wi-fi or mobile phone operators) and on
multiple techniques including Cell ID, assisted global positioning system (A-GPS), Angle Of Arrival (AOA),
Enhanced Observed Time Difference (E-OTD), and others. The availability of different location services
makes possible to the location middleware to offer several options to the access control component, based
on quality and cost. Negotiation protocols could be established between an access control component and
a location middleware according to different scenarios of increasing complexity. To support these protocols,
we define a set of metadata distinguished on the type of location technology and on the negotiated location
predicates. The concept of Service Level Agreement (SLA) is used as the contractual means that an access
control component and a location middleware adopt to agree upon and set quality of services attributes and
the corresponding service cost.

2

LBAC requirements

LBAC systems are subject to a set of specific functional and architectural requirements along with model
requirements that we describe in the following.

2.1

Functional and architectural requirements

LBAC has larger architectural requirements than traditional access control systems, because user locations are gathered by means of specialized sensing technologies operated, in general, by companies of the
telecommunication sector. Therefore, a LBAC architecture must integrate components logically tied with
the applications that need access control enforcement and components providing location-services.
One of the major challenges faced by a location-based scenario is the development of an infrastructure
that permits the communication and negotiation between one service provider and several location services
allowing the agreement on a particular SLA that represents the preference of the parties involved in the
communication. This negotiation phase allows the LBAC system to select the most suitable location service
for its purposes.
To this end, one common assumption [5, 12, 13, 19], is to include a specialized middleware in charge
of managing interactions between applications and location providers. Such a location middleware receives
requests from LBAC components asking for location services. At this stage, we use the expression “location
service” in a broad sense, meaning every possible request that demands the discovery of location information
of an entity. It could be asked explicitly the location of a particular user or the answer to a location-based
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Figure 1: Reference LBAC Architecture

Figure 2: Location Middleware
condition (e.g., the number of users in a certain area, whether or not a particular user is in a given area or
close by a given position). The location middleware collects users locations from a pool of location providers,
elaborate location information, if needed, according to the request from LBAC components, and produces
an answer. The logical components of an LBAC architecture are therefore the following.
– User : individuals to be located through their mobile terminals.
– Business applications: customer-oriented application that access resources protected by LBAC policies.
– Access Control Engine (ACE): component that stores and enforces LBAC policies by requesting location services to the Location Middleware.
– Location Providers (LPs): components using location sensing technologies to provide location data (we
assume location providers are operated by mobile phone operators).
– Location Middleware (LM): entity that interacts with different LPs, and provides location services and
information to the ACE.
Figure 1 shows the layout of our reference LBAC architecture. The LM illustrated in Figure 2 is then
logically realized by integrating the following components.
– Communication Layer (CL): component responsible for managing the communication process with
LPs. It hides low-level communication details to other components.
– Negotiation Manager (NM): component that acts as an interface with ACE. NM provides negotiation
functionalities and implements the negotiation protocols.
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– Access Control Preference Manager (ACPM): component responsible for SLA management and metadata specification.
Communication among the different components of our architecture is performed via request/response
message exchanges. Here, we focus on the distinctive aspects of location-based services and location-based
conditions evaluation and develop a set of possible communication protocols for the exchange of locationbased attributes and data (see Section 3). The underlying assumption is that the ACE will negotiate the
service conditions before requesting the actual location parameter evaluation. Note also that the negotiation
phase could be designed according to many different requirements: stressing performance and then providing
lightweight communication patterns; requiring the compliance to previously established SLA agreements
that set minimum QoS standards and then matching service conditions offered by LM with defined SLA
parameters; or providing more elaborate patterns to achieve a complete cost/benefit analysis of the different
service conditions.

2.2

Model requirements

Location-based conditions, which are conditions whose evaluation depends on location measurements performed by a Location Provider, are a core aspect of any LBAC system. To support location-based conditions
in an authorization language we has to identify how these conditions can be expressed, how location information is queried, and what kind of response the location service returns.
Typically, location-based conditions are represented via location-based predicates that have been investigated since long by the wireless network research community [2]. In particular, we identify three main classes
of predicates [4]: movement-based evaluates conditions on the mobility of the users (e.g., their velocity, acceleration, or the direction where they are headed); position-based evaluates conditions on the location of
the user at a given instant (e.g., to evaluate whether a user is in a certain building or city or in the proximity
of other entities); interaction-based evaluates conditions relating multiple users or entities (e.g., the number
of users within a given area). Two key issues related to these location-based predicates and that are specific
to LBAC systems are:
– interoperability: location tracking could rely on different sources of location information, depending on
availability and cost;
– uncertainty.: an approximation is intrinsic to each location measure that a LP performs.
While interoperability largely depends on roaming agreements between mobile phone operators and is
more business-oriented in nature, uncertainty needs to be tackled effectively by a LBAC. Today, in the
mobile network scenario, no technology is available ensuring a user location with 100% of accuracy [8]. In
addition, location measurement is often unstable because of changing environmental conditions, such as
reflection or interferences that may corrupt the signal [3]. However, different techniques are available, each
one providing a specific level of granularity and precision and requiring different costs to be operated. This
makes it possible to define different selection strategies based on different contexts and on the requirements
in which the particular evaluation takes place [8].
Traditional location-based services [10] usually assume queries to the location service to be of the form of
range queries modeled as functions of the form predicate(parameters) → [range, accuracy, timeout] stating
that the evaluation of a location predicate over parameters returns a result of range (e.g. the center and
radius of the circular area where a terminal is located). The range has a given accuracy, that is, an upper
bound to the deviation w.r.t. the true value, guaranteed by the location service1 and is to be considered valid
within the timeframe specified by timeout. For the sake of simplicity, in our approach we consider queries to
1 The

accuracy is a qualitative concept and should not be confused with precision, that is, the closeness of agreement between
independent test results obtained under stipulated conditions.
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be of a simpler (although largely equivalent) form; namely, we shall deal with boolean queries asking the LM
to assess whether a given value (or range thereof) of a location predicate is true or false. Boolean queries
can be modeled as functions of the form:
predicate(parameters, value) −→ bool value, confidence, timeout; stating whether or not (depending on
whether bool value is True or False), predicate over parameters has the stated value. For instance, a query
may ask whether a terminal is located inside a given region. Here, the assessment (True or False) has again
a time validity specified by a timeout parameter; but instead of providing a measure accuracy, we assume
that the location service attaches to answers a confidence value. The confidence value expresses the level
of reliability that the LM is willing to guarantee to the assessment (True or False), according to accuracy,
environmental conditions, granularity of the requested location, and measurement technique.
Note that the timeout takes into account the fact that location values may change rapidly, even during
policy evaluation. If the evaluation of a condition involving a predicate happens to start after the predicate
timeout is expired, a predicate re-evaluation is triggered. Intuitively a range query with a condition on the
returned range can be expressed as a boolean query where the condition is moved within the predicate itself.
For instance, a condition requesting the area where the user is located (via the predicate inarea ) and then
evaluating whether the area is Milan, can be represented as a condition requesting whether it is true or false
that the user is in Milan area. However, we remark that in range queries the location service can respond
with different ranges and accuracy levels, thus varying the granularity of the response. For instance, the
service can choose between an high-accuracy answer specifying a wide range (e.g., a city) or a low-accuracy
answer specifying a smaller region (e.g., a building). In boolean queries, the accuracy is essentially established
a-priori through a SLA negotiation step that considers both the requirements stated by the ACE and the
functionalities offered by one location provider. The LM handles the ACE’s request, interacts with LPs,
and evaluate the predicate replying with a true or false value, together with the confidence it has in such a
response. The LM is in the best position for providing a confidence estimate, because associating confidence
with a range requires educated guesses about the measured variable probability distribution, as well as the
knowledge of the number of physical measurements actually taken by the sensors. Furthermore, our solution
enables the ACE to evaluate location-based conditions without taking into account technological details of
the location measurement process. Given a certain confidence in the evaluation of a location-based predicate
(e.g., a user has been positively localized in a given area with a confidence level of 90%), the ACE could
compute the final outcome of boolean location-based predicates by means of its local confidence thresholds.
Considering the agreements between a ACE and a LM, both the confidence and the timeout associated with
location measures can be considered as QoS attributes and then formally negotiated and set as reference
values through Service Level Agreements (SLAs). This way, the ACE has reference values contractually
defined with a LM to estimate the reliability of a location measurement and can then decide whether or not
trust it in the evaluation of an access control policy.

3

Negotiation protocols

Before discussing the different negotiation protocols that can be established between the ACE and the LM,
we should consider how SLA conditions of location-based services can be represented. In our approach,
the LM defines SLA conditions by means of a collection of metadata, one for each location technology
offered (e.g., cellular phones, GPS, and WiFi cells). Those metadata are used by the ACE during the
negotiation phase with the LM. The main benefit to ACE is that service conditions are presented by the
single LM through metadata, hiding the technical peculiarities and the complexity of the LP infrastructure.
For instance, metadata may report QoS levels such as the confidence level of a given location evaluation and
the price for such a service. These service conditions are to be intended as the “best offer” the LM proposes
to the ACE. However, more evolved negotiation protocols, as described in the remainder of this section,
could even re-negotiate the SLA conditions when the “best offer” is not satisfactory. For instance, it is likely
that the price and quality of a service are directly related, that is, a service with high level of accuracy will
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<SLA>
<technology>GPS</technology>
<price currency="Euro">5,00</price>
<confidence>0,80</confidence>
<timeout unit="second">120,00</timeout>
</SLA>
<SLA>
<technology>Cellular Phone</technology>
<price currency="Euro">13,00</price>
<confidence>0,70</confidence>
<timeout unit="second">240,00</timeout>
</SLA>
<SLA>
<technology>802.11g</technology>
<price currency="Euro">7,00</price>
<confidence>0,60</confidence>
<timeout unit="second">240,00</timeout>
</SLA >

Figure 3: An example of a fragment of XML metadata document defined by a LM
be more expensive than one less reliable. The ACE may want to choose according to its own cost/benefit
function. To make our approach generally applicable, we do not make any assumption on the format of
metadata, which can be in the form of textual or semistructured documents (e.g., XML [1] or DDI [21]).
For metadata browsing as well as for the evaluation of conditions that may determine whether or not a
given LM’s SLA is acceptable, it is useful to evaluate metadata. While for textual metadata, we limit the
granularity to the whole document, for semistructured metadata, we allow reference to finer grained content
at the level of properties. In this way, we can specify, for example, a filtering expression stating that only
metadata related to location technologies should be considered by the ACE. Such properties (elements and
attributes, in the XML terminology) are referenced by means of path expressions written, for example, with
the XPath language [23]. Figure 3 shows an example of XML-based metadata describing the technologies
used by the LM and some SLA attributes. We are now ready to describe our negotiation protocols.

3.1

Basic negotiation protocol

The basic negotiation protocol is a lightweight negotiation protocol between the ACE and the LM that defines
a simple interaction between the two parties to enhance the timely selection of a location service and the
following location-based predicate evaluation. The basic negotiation process is composed by four different
phases: a meta-evaluation phase, followed by a selection phase, the actual evaluation request phase , and
the access control decision phase.
Phase 1: Meta-Evaluation Request of Location-Based Predicate. This phase results in a negotiation between the ACE and the LM of the SLA location-based attributes associated with a requested
predicate. The goal is therefore to negotiate service conditions in form of XML metadata. To this purpose, the ACE gathers the list of available location services offered by an LM for the evaluation of location
predicates. Based on this list, the ACE requests a specific predicate meta-evaluation. The ACE waits the
answer from the LM expressed as XML metadata and representing SLA-based offered conditions for the
service provision. To avoid indeterminate waiting periods, timeouts are set. If the timeout associated with
a location service expires and the ACE had not received the answer, the corresponding meta-evaluation is
discarded.
Phase 2: SLAs Evaluation. This phase is carried out by the ACE that selects the best location service
among the ones offered by LM, according to the exchanged metadata and based on a given selection algorithm
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that minimizes a cost function Z. Upon reception of the metadata from LM, the ACE therefore computes
a cost function on all SLA conditions expressed by LM. The cost of the location service is calculated firstly
as a nominal cost Cnominal that represents the price of the service for time unit. Price and Timeout are
declared by the LM into the metadata and therefore the nominal cost is:
Cnominal =

P rice
T imeout

Then, the confidence value declared by each location service is considered. We recall that the lower is the
confidence, the highest is the risk of having an unreliable location evaluation. Concerning the cost function,
the idea is that such an unreliability could be seen as a loss in terms of service quality and then evaluated
as a cost, called Crisk .
Hence, the full cost function represents the cost perceived by the ACE, called Cvirtual , logically composed
by two terms: the actual price per unit time and the degradation of the service quality due to a confidence
ratio lower than 1.
Cvirtual = Cnominal + Crisk =

Cnominal
conf idence

In the basic negotiation protocol, the location service whose SLA conditions minimize the cost Cvirtual
is selected by the ACE for predicate evaluation.
Phase 3: Evaluation Request. This phase consists in the actual location-based service provision. In
particular, it is a request of a location-based predicate evaluation that the ACE submits to the LM.
Phase 4: Access Control Decision. Upon reception of the location-based predicate evaluation, the ACE
can evaluate all applicable access control policies together with the location-based predicate value provided
by the LM. Finally, an access decision is taken and the end-user gains or not the access to the requested
resource protected by the ACE component.
In summary, the basic negotiation protocol assures that a suitable solution is always found. However,
although the simple negotiation process implemented by the basic protocol can speed up the interaction
between the ACE and the LM, neither a cost/benefit analysis of the selected service nor possible minimum
SLA requirements asked by the ACE have been taken into account. The basic negotiation protocol assumes
that such issues have been disregarded in favour of simplicity and performances. The following enhanced
negotiation protocol takes into account these issues.

3.2

Enhanced negotiation protocol

The enhanced negotiation protocol differs from the basic one because it takes into account that the ACE is
likely to perform a cost/benefit analysis before accepting the SLA conditions of the LM. To this purpose,
we make use of metadata defined by the ACE that include all the information to set the lowest acceptable
SLA conditions and maximum costs. In particular, maxUnitCost is the cost in time unit that the ACE is
willing to pay for the predicate evaluation; [minConfidence,maxConfidence] are the threshold values for
the confidence to be negotiated with LM. Over the maximum confidence level maxConfidence, the SLA is
acceptable, below the minimum confidence level minConfidence, the SLA is just discarded and between
the two thresholds the meta-evaluation phase is restarted a maximum MaxTries number of times to renegotiate the SLA for possibly better conditions. If after MaxTries re-negotiation steps, an acceptable
confidence level is not achieved, the SLA is discarded. In this way, the ACE is sure that the negotiated SLA
is suitable for its purposes and respects additional restrictions on the cost and benefit of the evaluation. In
particular, only those SLAs that provide adequate quality level in term of confidence are compared with the
maxUnitCost defined by the ACE. The idea is to first consider for a cost/benefit analysis only those location
services that provide for a confidence level greater than or equal to maxConfidence. If an acceptable solution
(maxUnitCost< Z=min {Cvirtuali }) is found among these, the corresponding service is selected. Otherwise
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Procedure evalSLA(maxUnitCost,minConfidence,maxConfidence,SLA[],MaxTries)
/* UpConfSLA is an array containing the set of SLAs with a proposed confidence greater than or equal to maxConfidence */
UpConfSLA[]=upSelect(SLA[],maxConfidence);
/* IntermediateSLA is an array containing the set of SLAs with a confidence between minConfidence and maxConfidence */
IntermediateSLA[]=intermediateSelect(SLA[],minConfidence,maxConfidence);
Z = +∞;
LS = “”;
if (count(UpConfSLA[])>0)
For Each S in UpConfSLA[] do
S.cost
Cnominal = S.timeout
;
Cnominal
Cvirtual = S.conf
idence ;
if (Cvirtual < Z)
Z = Cvirtual ;
LS = S.LS;
endif
endfor
if (maxUnitCost< Z)
restartNegotiationProcess(IntermediateSLA[],MaxTries-1);
else
startPredicateEvaluationProcess(LS );
endif
else
restartNegotiationProcess(IntermediateSLA[],MaxTries-1);
endif

Figure 4: Enhanced Negotiation Protocol
the SLAs that provide a confidence level between minConfidence and maxConfidence are considered for
re-negotiation. At the end of this new meta-data evaluation phase, either an acceptable solution is found
or the negotiation is aborted. Figure 4 presents the evaluation algorithm used in the enhanced negotiation
protocol.
Enhanced Negotiation Protocol: Evaluation Algorithm. A major goal of the enhanced protocol is
to include business-related parameters as the ones that more likely drives the selection of a location-based
service provider in a one-to-many scenario.
As showed in Figure 4, the following two major steps have been introduced in the enhanced evaluation
algorithm.
1. SLAs proposed by LM are divided in three categories: i) SLAs with a confidence level below the
minConfidence value, which are immediately discarded; ii) SLAs with a confidence level greater than
the maxConfidence value (function upSelect), which are included in the array UpConfSLA that will be
processed in the next steps of the algorithm; iii) SLAs with a confidence level between the two thresholds
(function intermediateSelect), which are included in the second array IntermediateSLA used only if a
positive selection is not found by using the first array of SLAs.
2. The second phase represents the selection phase and takes as input the set of SLAs from array
UpConfSLA, if not empty. Each SLA is evaluated against ACE metadata. As for the basic protocol,
we calculate the cost Z, representing the minimum virtual cost asked for the corresponding location
service (LS in Figure 4). Then, we compare Z with the maximum cost set by the ACE and only
when the offered cost is below or equal to the maxUnitCost value, the related service is selected for
actual evaluation. If array UpConfSLA is empty or if none of the SLAs produces a cost Z below or
equal to maxUnitCost, the negotiation process restarts with the set of location services that provide a
confidence between the minimum and the maximum confidences.
In summary, the enhanced protocol does not assure that a satisfiable solution will be found. However,
if a solution is reached, it assures that ACE requirements are fulfilled by respecting constraints on cost and
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confidence. Although this protocol seems the best option for location-based service negotiation, an additional
issue must be taken into account to avoid a potential problem that may arise. Such a problem is due to
possible differences in the validity timeouts for a location-based predicate evaluation and the requirements
in term of temporal validity that the ACE may need.

3.3

Timeout-based negotiation protocol

The Timeout-based Negotiation Protocol is motivated by what we have called the unit cost problem of the
enhanced protocol, which can be easily described with an example. Suppose, for example, that the LM
proposes a SLA containing a price of 100.000 euros and a timeout of 100.000 seconds and another SLA with
a price of 100 euros with a timeout of 50 seconds. Following our algorithm, since the ACE always considers
costs per time unit rather than absolute values, the first SLA will be considered the best. This, however,
although correct by considering unit costs, is likely not to be what the ACE wants to select, either because
the total cost of the service is excessive or because such a long timeout validity is useless. Hence, considering
only the unit cost Cnominal is not sufficient, because additional metadata are needed to express the ACE
preferences in terms of total cost and duration of the evaluation.
To this end, two additional parameters, called STOmin and STOmax, are introduced. Together they
represent the temporal interval of validity of an access control decision computed by the ACE. In particular,
the two values have the following meaning: i) before STOmin, the ACE does not want to renew the access
control decision; ii) after STOmax, the access control decision must be renewed; iii)between STOmin and
STOmax, the access control decision must be considered safe and valid. The reason for this is that if the validity
of the evaluation of location-based predicates is too short, the ACE is forced to request new evaluations too
frequently, each time paying costs for the service and for the negotiation efforts. Otherwise, the ACE is
concerned with costs for the location-based service. If the evaluation of location-based predicates has an
excessively long timeout, much greater than the temporal validity required by the ACE for the access control
decision, the cost of the location-based service is more than necessary (e.g., in the previously example, with
proportions voluntarily exaggerated, should show this effect).
Concerns about the temporal validity of an access control decision based on location-based predicates
could be found in many practical cases. Suppose, for example, that a service tracks the path of a felon.
Location-based predicates will be requested and evaluated, for example, every ten seconds. In this case the
ACE will be more willing to accept a proposal with low timeout and low price. On the other side, if a
service requests an evaluation every ten minutes, ACE will be more interested to select a location service
that provides an evaluation with a validity in the range of minutes, rather than seconds.
This approach, named Timeout-based Negotiation Protocol, relies on the evaluation algorithm depicted
in Figure 5.
Time-based Negotiation Protocol: Evaluation Algorithm The timeout-based protocol differs from
the other protocols because it takes into account requirements from the temporal validity of an access control
decision based on location predicates. To this purpose, the additional metadata (STOmin and STOmax) are
defined to set such a temporal validity, as required by an ACE.
For what concerns the timeout-based evaluation algorithm, the difference with respect to the enhanced
protocol algorithm is that the Cnominal calculation has been modified to take into account the SLA timeout
and the ACE’s STOmin and STOmax.
For instance, if the ACE needs to re-evaluate the location-based predicate every 10 seconds (STOmax
value) and the LM replies with a SLA’s timeout of 60 seconds, the nominal cost calculated now is SLA.cost
ST Omax ,
SLA.cost
instead of SLA.timeout
as in the enhanced protocol. This way the ACE considers that the validity of the
evaluation will be 10 seconds instead of 60 seconds and calculate accordingly the real unit cost. On the other
side, if a SLA provides an evaluation with a timeout lower than STOmin, the solution is discarded because it
is useless for the ACE evaluation that requires a stable evaluation for at least STOmin time units.
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Procedure evalSLA(maxUnitCost,minConfidence,maxConfidence,SLA[],MaxTries, STOmin,STOmax )
/* UpConfSLA is an array containing the set of SLAs with a proposed confidence higher than maxConfidence */
UpConfSLA[]=upSelect(SLA[],maxConfidence);
/* IntermediateSLA is an array containing the set of SLAs with a proposed confidence between minConfidence and maxConfidence */
IntermediateSLA[]=intermediateSelect(SLA[],minConfidence,maxConfidence);
Z = +∞;
LS = “”;
if (count(UpConfSLA[])>0)
For Each S in UpConfSLA[] do
if (S.timeout > STOmax)
S.cost
Cnominal = ST
Omax ;
else
if (S.timeout < STOmin)
discard(S );
/*LS is willing to release a data with a validity lesser than the minimum required*/
next(S );
else
S.cost
;
Cnominal = S.timeout
endif
endif
Cnominal
Cvirtual = S.conf
idence ;
if (Cvirtual < Z)
Z = Cvirtual ;
LS = S.LS;
endif
endfor
if (maxUnitCost< Z)
restartNegotiationProcess(IntermediateSLA[],MaxTries-1);
else
startPredicateEvaluationProcess(LS );
endif
else
restartNegotiationProcess(IntermediateSLA[],MaxTries-1);
endif

Figure 5: Timeout-based Negotiation Protocol
In summary, the timeout-based protocol does not assure that a satisfiable solution will be, eventually,
found. However, it represents a solution aware of access control time constraints in addition to cost and
confidence levels.

4

Conclusions

We presented a general architecture for evaluating LBAC conditions under the assumption that a specialized
location middleware hides the complexity of dealing with multiple functionally equivalent providers. Our
architecture relies on novel negotiation techniques between an ACE and a LM to support the provision of
location services. We also provided a discussion about metadata (SLA) and different negotiation processes.
We then analyzed the different evaluation algorithms, adopted by different negotiation protocols, which are
in charge of comparing several SLAs agreed between an ACE and a LM. The evaluation algorithm outcome
represents the more suitable location service for ACE purposes. A description of the different algorithms
and approaches are discussed.
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